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Report To: THE BOARD OF THE SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE  

Report No: B/LSEC/01-15 

Date: 29 JANUARY 2015 

Report By: CHAIR, LOCAL AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 

Subject: COMMITTEE BRIEFING 

 

1 SUMMARY 

1.1 To report to the Board on the meeting of the Local and Stakeholder Engagement 

Committee held on 14 January 2015. 

 

2 RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 The Board is invited to note the report. 

 

3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 The main matters considered by the Committee were: 

a) Board Engagement in Service Delivery Areas; 

b) Implementation of Engagement Framework; 

c) Engagement with the Third Sector; 

d) Review of Forward Plan; 

e) Social Media Policy. 

 

4 ISSUES DISCUSSED 

4.1 Issue 1:  Board Engagement in Service Delivery Areas 

Recommendation 

 Share survey analysis and schedule discussion with all Board members to agree 

common understanding and consistent approach to role.  Consider shift from 

attendance at Scrutiny Committee meetings to actively contributing (on an annual 

/ bi-annual basis) to local authority meetings through presentation of strategic 

Agenda 

Item: 8.2 
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issues e.g. SFRS forward plans/challenges/annual review all with the aim of 

improving local scrutiny and engagement arrangements.  ACO Scott to present 

revised version of communications and engagement loop to support discussion.  

Grant Thoms, Robert Scott, Lynne Dickson to plan accordingly. 

 Consider establishing national (or regional) dialogue with local authorities and 

include MSP/MP representation to ‘horizon scan’ and explore the changing 

landscape for SFRS – this builds on outcomes from ‘Partners in Scrutiny’ events 

held with local authority conveners and Police. 

4.2 Issue 2:  Implementation of Engagement Framework 

Recommendation 

 Implementation plan, including training on good consultation and engagement 

practice for key staff, to be developed.  It was agreed that Board members would 

also participate.  Consideration is currently being given to how this work will be 

resourced and facilitated within ACO Scott’s Directorate.  An initial draft of the 

Plan to be submitted to LSEC in the first instance. 

4.3 Issue 3 Engagement with the Third Sector 

Recommendation 

 The sustainability of supporting social/community enterprises to deliver 

community safety engagement (CSE) is critical and should be considered in the 

proposals scheduled to come back to Committee. 

 European funding mechanisms should be explored during the process of 

investigating potential alternative delivery models for CSE. 

 The Young Firefighter schemes should be referenced in the context of 

volunteering as well as in the context of the SFRS Youth Engagement 

Framework. 

 A briefing paper on the role and benefits of close working with CFOA to deliver on 

SFRS aims to be considered at a future meeting. 

4.4 Issue 4 Forward Work Plan 

Recommendation 

 As current committee arrangements will operate until April 2015, the existing 

work plan will remain active to end March.  Building on 4.1 above, the workplan 

from April should include ‘improving local scrutiny and engagement’ to build on 

lessons learned from Partners in Scrutiny and our own survey of Board members.  

 The Chair will discuss the remaining planned scrutiny reviews with officers. 
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4.5 Issue 5  Social Media Policy 

Recommendations 

 Important that the use of language is consistent across policies e.g. code of 

conduct, IT use, disciplinary procedure. 

 For clarity purposes, it would help to separate out the section referencing the 

potential ‘misuse’ of social media. Illustrative examples would also assist 

understanding of these references. 

 A broader review of social media and its potential uses for the service is 

scheduled for action within the Committee’s current scrutiny plan.  The Chair will 

discuss further with the relevant officers. 

 

5 LIST OF APPENDICES TO THIS REPORT 

5.1 Draft minutes of Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee: 14 January 2015. 

 

6 LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS 

6.1 Papers for the meeting of the Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee held on 

 14 January 2015. 

 

 

GRANT THOMS 
CHAIR, LOCAL AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 
 
 
 
Contact Officer: Grant Thoms, Chair Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee  
Number: 01738 475260 
Email: grant.thoms@firescotland.gov.uk 
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MINUTES: LOCAL AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
WEDNESDAY 14 JANUARY 2015 

PERTH COMMUNITY FIRE STATION, HIGH STREET,  
PERTH 

 
PRESENT  
Grant Thoms (Chair); Sid Patten (Board Member); Marieke Dwarshuis (Board Member); 
Michael Foxley ( Board Member) (Video Conference);  Lynne Dickson (Policy Advisor); 
Lewis Ramsay (Director Prevention & Protection); David Boyle (Director Service Delivery ); 
Robert Scott (Director of Strategic Planning, Performance and Corporate Communications) 
Ruth McLeod (Head of Corporate Communications); Neil Kerr (Business Support 
Team/Notes)  
 
 
1.  WELCOME  

The Chair welcomed everyone to the Committee’s third public meeting and thanked 
all for their attendance.  
 

 APOLOGIES  
▪ Martin Togneri (Board Member)  
▪ David Mitchell (Head of Corporate Portfolio and Performance)  

 
2.  MINUTES OF LOCAL & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE:  10 

SEPTEMBER 2014  
The minutes of the Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee held on 10 
September 2014 were approved as an accurate record.  

 
3.  ACTION LOG  

Following on from the last meeting, the Committee agreed the development of an 
action log. Members noted the action log.  

 
4.  BOARD ENGAGEMENT IN SERVICE DELIVERY AREAS  

Lynne Dickson gave an overview to the Committee who then considered the set up 
system and the obvious disparity in engagement levels in the different service areas. 
It was agreed there was a need for some form of review and engagement restructure 
and a need to consider requirements in light of the new DACO appointments; 
however, it was also pointed out that any new guidance would have to ensure a 
consistent approach but be flexible enough to meet the needs of the local area and 
Local Authority arrangements.  
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It was suggested a forward plan and agenda be drawn up to clarify who the Board 
members might be engaging with, at what level and what support might be  
necessary to ensure the appropriate environment.  This will require contact and 
interaction with MPs, MSPs and council leaders, including quarterly reports and 
consideration on National issues. 
 
It was agreed that any changes to the engagement and communications loop would 
be brought before this committee for scrutiny and further discussion prior to going to 
the Board. 
 
Action:- Lynne Dickson  
Develop draft recommendations and guidance which will also incorporating an 
forward/action plan. This will be brought to next workshop meeting on 18 
February 2015. 
 

5.  IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSULTATION & ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY  

ACO Robert Scott presented a report giving an overview of the principles and 
applications, discussing a forum and structure to capture and report consultation 
and engagement with agreement from the Board. It was agreed that a paper 
would come to the committee for scrutiny, this will form a planner in line with the 
operational plan milestones. This will offer an opportunity for the Board and LSOs 
to give feedback and look at support and engagement opportunities. 
 
Action:- ACO Scott 
Develop a first draft for engagement strategy planner. 

 
6.  ENGAGEMENT WITH THE THIRD SECTOR  

ACO Lewis Ramsay gave an overview pinpointing areas which may come before the 
committee for consideration.  
 
The committee were content with the input; however, there were concerns that 
volunteers can be a considerable drain on time and resources and potential for 
reputational implications. ACO Ramsay gave assurances regarding the Partnership 
unit, their competencies and collaboration opportunities and positive consultation with 
CFOA. 
 
Members of the committee indicated there were opportunities to highlight SFRS 
volunteering, as in Volunteer Duty Firelighters and the charity work and money 
raising SFRS personnel carry out. 
 
Action:- ACO Ramsay  
Consider Young Firefighter National agreement and to develop guidelines for a 
YFF/Cadet scheme.   

 
7.  REVIEW OF FORWARD PLAN  
 The committee agreed the forward plan. 
 
8.  SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY  

Ruth McLeod gave an overview of the paper. The committee suggested there might 
be some examples of issues which may cause problems and how additional training 
and education might be offered. Costs in regards to finance and resources of 
monitoring the social media and ensuring policies are being adhered to, it was 
suggested this should be put before the Board.  
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 Action:- Ruth McLeod  
Develop a paper regarding costs, financial and resources of monitoring the 
social media to go to committee and Board. 

 
9.  DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
 18 February 2015 – Workshop 
 11 March 2015 – Public Meeting  
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